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Six search words from random word generator, I know the words from start of session. 

Palm Cheese Cat Fan Panda Bikini's

There is a huge deep dark blue color of irregular shape, like long sweeping low hills, not flat surface. 
There are two small brightly yellow round elements side by side above the blue, there are several 
tiny red stars or flowers on them. Emphasis is on both blue and yellow elements. 

11:12 AM Probing

There is no air to breathe at the yellow elements, breathing stopped. There is something here at the 
blue element. I put a finger against the blue element and a long red rip crack grows and forms from 
where my finger is below and moves upward or forward (into the page or up along the blue) I see 
how it gradually grows into that direction, a red zig zag rip which is wider further up and was 
narrower where it started. It looks like the shape of a red lightning bolt. 

I touch again on a part of the blue and the crack forms again. Someone can go down into the crack. 

Gee, this is about the amount of probing I get to do for these sessions, just as it was getting 
interesting. I did attempt to probe the yellow elements (which obviously look like logic may have 
created them out of the known search word bikini) but I was unable to locate them from the signal 
(and we are not allowed to probe elements from memory). 

11:18 AM End RV. 

There are white flowers in the lower left corner which feel familiar to me and remind me of the 
yellow elements I drew. The flowers themselves are everywhere here! There is some water 
depicted, though not as large a body of water as what I felt it to be. 

What I declined to mention in the report is that I felt that "that which was at the blue element" 
when I said there is something there I sensed it to be a panda, but it is so hard to say things that I 
know are in the known search words so I want to find descriptions instead, it becomes this whole 
logic double guessing game in this protocol where we deliberately have known search words to see 
what happens. 



The red orange rip is most like the waterfall but is not clearly seen on the target image. 

The many little flowers is what convinces me the most that I had target connection. We also 
remember this is a harder target image because it is a drawing, there is no way to feel or touch the 
3-dimensional shapes, I suspect that impressions could only be visual. 

I want to give this one an A because I feel that with the little flowers there is something. I was going 
to say that the lack of green leaves in my drawing makes it less convincing, but the leaves too are 
similar to the little flowers I drew. I did not probe the red flowers, they were like an element on 
another element (on the yellow elements) and I was unable to relocate the yellow element from 
one try from the target signal. 

Remember that we only do initial stage and a little bit of probing in these sessions so this is about as 
far as I can get. If it were under normal protocol I would go farther and work more. 

I give this session an A, for what limited amount of work I put into this session the correlation is 
obvious, there is water and the flowers, the yellow elements may have been the white flowers 
(though that is not certain but only a possibility) and the rip could even be the red bamboo stalks. 
Grade is A. 

Looking at the target image from a distance, the red bamboo stalks do resemble the red rip that 
grew up along the water. And there are many doublets of round elements, the ears as well as the 
eye patches of the pandas look like two roundish shapes next to each other, I seem to even recall 
drawing the yellow shapes not perfectly round with roundish. This session definitely has an A it is a 
beautiful drawing and report for what little effort I allowed to put into it under this protocol, great 
work. 

Image source https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-3667642/The-panda-time-FIFTEEN-spot-
family-bear-scene-baffling-web.html
Image link https://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2016/06/30/11/35D05B0900000578-3667642-
Another_optical_illusion_with_creatures_hiding_in_the_image_is_t-a-3_1467281601744.jpg

11:29 AM End session. 


